






























the article discusses the art of the contemporary artists marianne heske and tiril 
schrøder, their quotations of romantic landscape, and the way this has been defined in 
art history. 
most readings of heske and schrøder place them firmly in a contemporary context. 
by exploring the reference often made between the two artists and the concept of ‘land-
scape’ in art history, the article highlights how many readings, despite insisting on de-
construction in heske and schrøder’s art, still situate their art firmly in a narrative where 
landscape figures as a genre, where meaning is inherent, and where the artist serves as the 
visionary mind that sets the whole play off. through a close reading of Prosjekt Gjerdeløa 
[project Gjerdeløa] in relation to ideas of nationality and site as fixed, and to romantic 
constructions of the painter/scientist as a masculine structure, the article concludes that 
heske and schrøder’s art can be characterized as deconstructive and hybrid spaces. by 
inscribing meaning and value to hybrid space, their art represents a ‘view from elsewhere’ 
(de lauretis), a view that can open doors to new conceptualisations of identity and the 
body.
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
K E y w o r d S   Landscape, contemporary Art, Gender, national identity, marianne heske, tiril 
Schrøder.
Landscapes are central to Norwegian art and culture. Spending time in the 
mountains is highly rated as a recreational activity and finding inner peace by 
overcoming the obstacles of nature and the body seems to be at the core of ‘Nor-
wegianness’. According to the catalogue for the 2008 exhibition The Mountain in 
Norwegian Art at the Henie-Onstad Art Centre, a well-established museum near 
Oslo, the mountain is at the heart of the Norwegian landscape tradition. More 
than anything else, the catalogue claims, it is the mountain that gives our nature 
its hallmark (i.e. makes our nature distinctly Norwegian). The mountains have 
formed and left their imprint on Norwegians for centuries.1 With this in mind, 
the Henie-Onstad Art Centre sets out to investigate the Norwegian mountain as 
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it has been represented in art and photography from the romanticist paintings 
by J. C. Dahl to postmodern artists such as Marianne Heske and Tiril Schrøder.
In this article I want to take a closer look at Heske and Schrøder and some 
of the works that were shown at this exhibition. The artists are both well known 
for referencing romantic landscapes, and it is the connection between Dahl and 
the romantics on the one hand, and Heske and Schrøder on the other that I want 
to investigate. Unlike the catalogue for the exhibition, where contemporary art 
is seen as a (preliminary) end point to a story that originated in romanticism, I 
want to see Heske and Schrøder’s art as theoretical objects quoting romanticism 
as defined by the theorist Mieke Bal. According to Bal, art as representation inevi-
tably engages with what came before. This engagement must be seen as an active 
intervention in or a re-working of the past. Quoting Caravaggio, or in my case 
the Norwegian landscape painter Dahl, obliterates old imagery and meaning and 
therefore changes his work forever. Understanding art as theoretical objects, Bal 
ill. 1 [Marianne Heske, Project Gjerdeløa/The Tafjord Hut, 1980. Timber, 2.5 x 3.5 m. 
Private collection, photo: Marianne Heske.]































approaches history as a diachronic space of meaning, letting contemporary art 
expose and discuss history and vice versa.2 
In his introduction to Landscape and Western Art, Malcolm Andrews insists 
that landscapes, like all other genres, concepts, and objects within art history, are 
established by way of framing and the establishment of boundaries.3 Not only 
landscape, but also bodies and nations are produced by way of framing. Nations 
can be seen as imagined communities and national identity as a possible out-
come of the work of a textual and cultural weave of meaning, positioning sub-
jects and others within the imaginary landscape of the country. In this article I 
want to examine this intersection of landscape, nation, and body in the art of 
Dahl, Heske, and Schrøder, and I will explore the feminist effect of Heske and 
Schrøder’s art. 
How and to what effect can we say that Heske and Schrøder intervene in the 
spaces of landscape at the intersection of nationality and gender?
ill. 2 [Marianne Heske, Project Gjerdeløa/The Tafjord Hut, 1980, Timber, 2.5 x 3.5 m. 
Private collection, photo: Marianne Heske.]











t r a v e l l i n g  o b j e c t s ,  i m a g e s ,  a n d  c o n c e p t s 
Marianne Heske is one of Norway’s most renowned artists. Since the 1970’s her 
art has been shown in a vast number of collective exhibitions and biennials, and 
she has had several solo exhibitions. To many Norwegians she is known for her 
connection to the small village of Tafjord. One of the first projects directly re-
lated to Tafjord is Heske’s Prosjekt Gjerdeløa [Project Gjerdeløa] made for the Paris 
biennial at the Centre Pompidou in 1980. The project consisted in Heske’s dis-
mantling an old seventeenth-century hut, driving it to Paris, where it was put 
together again and kept on display for a year (ill. 1). The small hut was built 
of rough, hewn logs, the roof was covered with turf, and it had an open door-
way. Since the seventeenth century the people who had used it for shelter had 
left small drawings or written their names on the inside and outside walls. The 
people visiting the Centre Pompidou were allowed to do the same. The staff at 
the Centre Pompidou had to take the role of ‘nature’ and provide water for the 
grass on the roof, and keep the timber and moss from drying out. After a year 
in Paris, Heske brought the hut back to Tafjord and reinstalled it in its original 
place (ill. 2).
If we turn to art history, the project is generally seen as an early example of 
conceptual art in Norway.4 When Marianne Heske decided to dismantle the hut 
ill. 3 [Marianne Heske, NN, 
1978, Bronze, 50 cm. Private 
collection, photo: Marianne 
Heske.] 































ill. 4 [Marianne Heske, Avalanche, 1993. 12 x 5 m, 1001 doll’s heads in crystal, video 
painting in the background: an acryllic print on aluminium, installation as shown in 
Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin. Henie Onstad Art Center and Astrup Fearnley Museum, 
photo: Marianne Heske.]











and transport it to Paris, she questioned the boundaries of the art institution and 
traditional views on art as an original object that is created by an artist, exhibited 
in a neutral white cube to be contemplated by passive viewers. By choosing an 
ordinary everyday object, Heske alluded to the ready-made, the apparently insig-
nificant object that becomes art by being put into circulation by the artist and 
the art institution; art was as much about concepts as about the object itself. The 
fact that she decided to return the hut to its ‘natural’ environment also linked her 
art to land art, where art is made from nature’s own materials and placed outside 
the gallery space to escape modernist and capitalist ideas of art as a marketable 
object. This of course raises questions of site specificity, an important issue in art 
since the 1960s.5 By letting the visitors to the museum leave their inscriptions on 
the hut, Heske highlights the importance of the beholder in the construction of 
meaning, an important aspect in many art practices since in the 1960s. This last 
element is underlined by the French curator and theorist Nicolas Bourriaud. He 
sees Heske as one of the precursors of the relational art practices of the 1990s, a 
point to which I will return.6 
Prosjekt Gjerdeløa in many ways falls neatly in place in Heske’s oeuvre. In addi-
tion to moving this hut to Paris, Heske has also sent a large stone from Tafjord 
ill. 5 [Tiril Schrøder: Ferme Ornèe, 2005. Digital aquarell on paper, mounted on alu-
minium sheets, acrylic paint on wall. Installation as shown at Overgaden, Copenhagen. 
The painting series consists of the following paintings: Landscape with Car (80 x 110 cm), 
Landscape with House (80 x 150 cm), Landscape in the Shape of a Cartoon (40 x 60 cm), and 
Landscape with Waterfall (80 x 80 cm). Private collection, photo: Tiril Schrøder.] 































to the Italian island of Lido and back again.7 During the summer of 2014 she 
installed a large doll’s head entitled N.N. in Torshovdalen. The doll’s head has 
been a recurrent feature in Heske’s art since the 1970s when she found a box of 
old doll’s heads at a flea market in Paris. The head has been cast in a myriad of 
different guises. In N.N. from 1978 (ill. 3), Heske presents a bronze doll’s head 
inscribed with the schema of phrenology. It is shown on a pedestal, as if it were a 
traditional portrait bust. Small glass replicas of the doll’s head have been juxta-
posed with Marianne Heske’s video paintings in the installation Avalanche (ill. 4). 
Here the little heads prolong the pictured avalanche into our space. Heske’s art is 
full of those kinds of images and objects that seem out of place, and characteriz-
ing it as an art of relocation, seems apt.8 Drawing on the work of the art theorists 
Craig Owens and Paul de Man, Gunnar Danbolt sees Heske’s art as allegorical, 
as an art working with appropriations and fragments in a process where mean-
ing is piled up and never fixed. Allegory works by distantiation, producing a gap 
between signifier and signified, and identity and inherent meaning of the symbol 
is questioned.9
Dislocation and questions of origin are important also in the art of Tiril 
Schrøder, and many of her projects explore the theme of travel in various ways. 
In the painting series Ferme Ornèe from 2005 (ill. 5), Schrøder shows a contempo-
rary car climbing steep mountain hills and places contemporary architecture into 
computer generated drawings that resemble romantic landscapes.10 In Delusions 
of Adequacy the technology is more advanced than the simple car; here the space 
ships from Star Wars circle over old ships in distress (ill. 6). Schrøder juxtaposes 
contemporary technology and landscape, and the effect is described as disturb-
ing by many. When the image of the car was shown at the exhibition on the 
mountain at the Henie Onstad Art Centre, Ingvild Pharo described it as surreal-
istic, claiming that the ‘presentation of people and things made by people breaks 
sharply with the landscape’.11 Schrøder mainly works with imagery from popular 
culture such as comic books, cinema, computer games, and the virtual world, but 
she also uses catalogues for houses and magazines like Vogue. In visual form she 
reproduces the black lines of technical drawing and architectural drawings, and 
many of her images are also computer drawings. Critics have described her art as 
‘visual sampling’.12 Øystein Ustvedt sees her as working with both daydreams and 
nightmares; the references to contemporary popular visual culture expose the 
underlying ideals and narratives as both utopian and desired, but still as forever 
distant.13 Heske and Schrøder both make use of and comment upon new media; 
Heske uses video, the technology of the 70s and 80s in her art; Schrøder makes 
computer drawings. The distortions of colour in Heske’s video paintings make 
us aware of the technology used to produce images. Remediation is exposed as a 
process, where meaning is reproduced, produced anew and altered.14 According to 
Tone Hansen, Schrøder’s art is a typical example of what Nicolas Bourriaud calls 
postproduction; the contemporary artist’s work is seen as parallel to that of a DJ, 
putting together already produced and circulated images anew, circulating and 
re-creating desire and meaning.15











In hindsight, it is easy to place Prosjekt Gjerdeløa on the international art scene. 
The hut can figure as an introduction of new art modes to Norwegian art history, 
postmodern modes that are furthered by Heske and Schrøder later on. At the 
time, however, a large part of the Norwegian public, including the art establish-
ment, was angry. The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs was reluctant when 
it came to supporting the project financially; moving the hut was too costly and 
laborious, couldn’t Heske just paint it? Marianne Heske herself foresaw some of 
the problems, stating she knew that: ‘in Norway the hut would be regarded as a 
hut, whereas in France it would be seen as a piece of conceptual art’.16 The reac-
tion of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the criticism of the Norwegian pub-
lic could easily be dismissed as the result of a lack of knowledge of conceptual 
art. But is the problem just a matter of convincing the provincial Norwegians to 
catch up with the urban French cultural elite and stop seeing a hut and start see-
ing a concept? If we accept that Prosjekt Gjerdeløa is first and foremost conceptual, 
what does this mean? 
According to Mieke Bal, in her book Travelling Concepts in the Humanities: A 
Rough Guide, concepts are tools of intersubjectivity. By way of concepts and lan-
ill. 6 [Tiril Schrøder, Delusions of Adequacy, 2007, Acrylic paint on canvas and on wall, 
200 x 300 cm. Installation as shown at Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo. Royal Caribbean Cruise 
Lines and private collection, photo: Tiril Schrøder.] 































guage, we communicate, understand the world and ourselves. But concepts do 
not come with internal and fixed meanings; they travel and cross imaginary 
borders between disciplines, scholars, historical periods, and geographically 
dispersed communities.17 The concept of ‘art’ is fundamental to art history, but 
what it means is relative to its use. ‘Art’ often appears to be descriptive, but as 
a concept it is programmatic and normative. The same can be said of the term 
‘landscape’.18 Seeing the hut as a piece of conceptual art, means accepting that the 
hut is questioning the concept of ‘art’, underlining meaning as a process. What we 
are faced with when encountering Prosjekt Gjerdeløa is in my view not simply art-
as-concept, but also Norwegian-landscape/art-as-concept.19 So how do we gener-
ally understand the concept ‘landscape’, and the projects of Heske and Schrøder? 
t h e  s p a c e s  o f  l a n d s c a p e
According to W.J.T. Mitchell and the book Landscape and Power, traditional art 
history tends to define landscape as a genre.20 Whereas the nude deals with our 
understanding of the human and of ourselves, landscapes are meant to express 
man’s natural ability to take pleasure in an aesthetic look at nature and his sur-
roundings. In the introduction to his book, Mitchell claims there are mainly two 
different views of landscape that can be discerned in western art history.21 The 
modernist tradition focuses on landscape painting, and reads it as part of a gen-
eral narrative of purification of the visual field. Landscapes are the last step on 
the way in the liberation of art from any narrative, and in the establishment of 
an aesthetic of disinterestedness. Art speaks to the innocent eye and not to the 
body. The other tradition focuses on interpretation. Landscapes are understood 
as allegorical structures or signs that may be interpreted or decoded. Landscapes 
can be read as expressing religious, psychological, political or other ideas. Read-
ing British landscapes as expressing class relations or interpreting the landscapes 
of Dahl as a way of visualizing an ideology of ‘Norwegianness’ are examples of 
this latter tradition. 
The problem with these two approaches, according to Mitchell, is that land-
scape in both cases is seen as a closed structure or a fixed concept, where meaning 
is produced and can be found. This often means taking the framing of ‘land-
scape’ as a concept for granted, and often reproducing the imaginary boundaries 
separating ‘real’ landscapes from uninteresting ones (mere nature), landscapes 
of national interest (the ones that are ‘Norwegian’) from local ones (‘vernacular 
landscape’), or for that matter the boundaries separating landscapes expressing 
a universal (masculine) subject, from intimate and personal (feminine) ones.22 
But as a concept, landscape is highly ambiguous. It can be used both to describe 
actual places as well as paintings or photographs, and the difference between 
place and represented space is often confused. In the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries we continue to read abstract paintings, land art, various forms of sculp-
ture, installations or other media, as connected to the landscape tradition. In art 
history, stating that something is ‘landscape’, functions much in the same way as 











stating that something is ‘art’, (or ‘conceptual art’). Once the concept is in place, 
a myriad of different meanings can be found, or rather read into it.23
In Mitchell’s view landscape is a medium of exchange between the self and 
other, the human and the natural. As a representational practice, landscape must 
be understood as a site/sight for the inscription of power. According to Mitchell, 
an important aspect of dealing with landscape is our perception of space. Land-
scapes, he claims, always greet us as ‘space, as environment, as that within which 
“we” (figured as the figures in the landscape) find – or lose – ourselves’.24 Mitchell 
points towards Michel de Certeau and his distinction between ‘place’ and ‘space’. 
Place refers to the specific location, to stability and to the ‘law of the proper’; 
nothing can be in two places at the same time. Space on the other hand, can 
be understood as a practiced place. Space refers to the way our physical and in-
tellectual movements and distributions activate and rearrange what we perceive 
as constant, specific locations and sites.25 Conceptualizing landscape as space, 
instead of as mere pictures, allows us to question not just the way something is 
represented, but also the art historical idea that landscape is about images and 
about looking. Instead of asking what landscapes show, are, or mean, we have to 
analyse what they do: for whom are they produced and for what purpose? Who is 
invited in, how are we invited, and what experiences, subjectivities, and bodies are 
left out? Are the landscapes of romanticism open to women’s and men’s bodies 
in the same way? And how are we greeted by Heske and Schrøder? 
In his discussion of imperialism in/as landscape, Mitchell also underlines a 
need to see landscapes as hybrid spatial structures. Landscapes are structures 
that take part in imperialist, masculinist, or other ideologies in complex ways, 
but they cannot be reduced to those theories. Landscape must not only be read 
as a discourse complicit with ideology, but also as a space for counterstrategies.26 
Landscapes might be hybrid structures that could be characterized as simultane-
ously imperial and anti-colonial, or in our case as romantic and anti-romantic, 
masculinist and anti-masculinist. And in the case of Heske and Schrøder it is the 
hybridity of the spaces that can be read as having feminist effects. 
According to Griselda Pollock, femininity is a complex concept. On the one 
hand it refers to an identity in the outside world and an imaginary space that 
women are expected to inhabit. Femininity is generally understood as linked to 
the body and to the emotions. In the case of landscape, women’s access to the 
spaces of meaning is a matter of negotiating the old idea of woman as body and 
as closer to nature than man. But as a space, femininity, on the other hand, may 
also be understood as a structure of meaning. According to Pollock, femininity 
also refers to the spaces ‘beyond the visible forms of gender, [it serves] to signal a 
radical alterity in relation to culture that dominates in the name of Man’.27 Read-
ing for femininity, according to Pollock, can potentially ‘open doors to critical 
confrontations with all forms of xenophobia’.28 The feminist effect that comes 
about in the art of Heske and Schrøder is not a result of their intentions, nor can 
it be drawn from their female bodies or any gendered experiences related to them. 































t h e  h u t  i n / a n d  n o r w e g i a n  l a n d s c a p e
Although most art history books that claim to present an overview of Norwegian 
art generally trace it back to the Viking era or the Middle Ages, with specific fo-
cus on wooden crafts and architecture, particularly the stave churches, it seems 
hard to dispute the idea that Norwegian art originated in romanticism, and was 
fathered by landscape painter J. C. Dahl. According to art historian Gunnar Dan-
bolt, Dahl was the first to realize that Norway did not only consist of nature, but 
also of landscapes that were worth painting.29 The merging of German romanti-
cism and Norwegian topography in the art and mind of Dahl liberated the visual 
field from its status as a supporting discipline in travel literature or as a handi-
craft. The moment of revelation, when Dahl finally saw that the virginal nature 
of the land was sublime, puts Norway in contact with international art, and a 
national tradition begins. This moment of revelation seems to haunt canonical 
Norwegian art history, and also appears in readings of Marianne Heske and Tiril 
Schrøder. 
Danbolt’s narrative echoes other familiar stories of Dahl and romanticism. 
We find that it naturalizes landscape as a tradition by claiming that the trans-
formation of the wilderness (nature) into a particular type of painting (romantic 
landscape) is simply a matter of a glance. A hierarchy is installed: Nature is el-
evated into landscape/art.30 The work to distinguish between German romanti-
cism and Norwegian land(scape) is done by putting weight on Dahl’s travels to 
and in Norway.31 He might have brought with him inspiration and perhaps ideas, 
but his artistic practice is related to the actual land. Dahl walked the Norwe-
gian mountains together with Johannes Flintoe, and when writing about these 
walks, Nils Messel in his article ‘Oppdagelsen av fjellet’ [The discovery of the 
mountain], underlines the difference between Dahl and German romanticism.32 
Whereas German romantic painters used landscape as a symbol of the divine 
or to express ideas of spirituality, the Norwegian painters wanted to paint the 
Norwegian landscape as it appeared to the eye from that particular viewpoint. 
Norwegian painters were not dealing in ideas, but in ‘reality’: They painted the 
actual place. This naturalization of landscape as a genre and of the idea of iden-
tity as rooted in the land, can be found in many narratives. This argument from 
the catalogue for the exhibition A Mirror of Nature that toured the National Gal-
leries of the Nordic countries in 2008 is typical: We live far apart, the climate is 
rough, and landscape simply imposes itself upon us. The argument is circular: 
The importance of the genre of landscape in the Nordic tradition testifies to the 
importance of nature, and vice versa.33 Landscape is made both cause and effect in 
the narrative of Norwegian painting, and difference between signifier and signi-
fied, place and space is blurred. 
If we read on in Danbolt’s book on Norwegian art history, we find Prosjekt 
Gjerdeløa and Marianne Heske’s video paintings of Tafjord under the heading 
‘Det norske landskapet i nye medium’ [Norwegian landscape in new media]. 
Danbolt reads Heske’s art as remediations of Norwegian landscape, using the 











term remediation loosely.34 The text does however underline an important point. 
Heske’s art is seen as negative landscapes: What Heske is doing, is conjuring up 
landscape for our inner eyes by showing us fragments and fragments only.35 So 
what kind of landscape unfolds before the inner eyes of the critics? 
The French curator and theorist Nicolas Bourriad’s text ‘Marianne Heske and 
the Art of Relocation’, printed in the catalogue for Heske’s exhibition Heaven and 
Earth in 2010, does not seem to be in doubt. When encountering a hut, Bourriaud 
immediately sees a landscape and a vision of nature, for as he states:
The cabin that Marianne Heske found, constructed from timber from the surrounding 
forests, seems at one with the natural surroundings. It almost seems embedded in the 
mountain like the pine or the birch, the glacier buttercup or the wood anemones in the 
crevices of the deep, winding inlets of the fjords.36 
ill. 7 [J. C. Dahl, Fra Hjelle i Valdres [From Hjelle in Valdres], 1850. Oil on canvas,  
42,1 x 58,9 cm. KODE Kunstmuseene i Bergen, photo: Antonio Cosentino.]































The hut is no different from the birch, it is nature. Bourriaud’s text forms an 
echo of romantic landscape paintings and the images of Dahl. Here the hut as a 
building type would typically be found in the middle space. In the painting Fra 
Hjelle i Valdres [From Hjelle in Valdres] (ill. 7) and Fra Stalheim [From Stalheim] 
(ill. 8) by Dahl, as in numerous other romantic landscapes, three spaces are jux-
taposed: The foreground shows the plants, flowers, fauna, and geological char-
acteristics of the particular place. The background is Mother Nature and what 
Danbolt with reference to Goethe calls the ‘breath of the earth’.37 The middle 
ground shows the steep Norwegian mountain and the peasants, farm houses, 
or objects of nature with particular cultural value, such as the old birch tree at 
Slinde or the stone in Dahl’s Vinter ved Sognefjorden [Winter at the Sognefjord].38 
The hut, the stone, and the birch form our point of identification inside the 
framed image; they represent the Norwegian people, and the idea of culture as 
rooted in nature. The hut and the Norwegian people inhabit a space of negotia-
tion between the land, as it is governed by natural laws and nature as it super-
sedes knowledge and becomes sublime. 
When Bourriaud insists so strongly on the hut being a ‘real’ object, because 
it ‘represents an authentic record about the way of life for a very specific group 
of human beings who belong to a specific place’ and because its ‘function consti-
tutes the actual subject of the work’, he seems to be repeating an old ideology.39 
The hut is understood both as an everyday object defined by its function and as 
a piece of nature: Norwegian culture is rooted in nature, in geographical space, 
and it is (almost) timeless. 
Seeing the hut as a hut, many Norwegians would also see an example of the 
many huts, cabins, farms, and seters (shieling or summer farm) that are pictured 
in the romantic landscapes of Dahl. The hut shows a particular building tech-
nique typical of Western Norway, and an example of the everyday cultural prac-
tices that defined this area. But the logs and the turf also signify beyond this 
materiality. The Tafjord hut is so small and simple in structure, it could almost 
function as the Norwegian equivalent of the primitive hut in the theories of clas-
sical architecture put forth by Marc-Antoine Laugier in 1753.40 It can be read as 
a symbol of Norwegian architecture, everyday life, art, culture, and spirit, and 
it connotes a whole range of huts and cabins, and the narratives and affects in-
scribed in them as space of meaning. As Ellen Rees has shown in Cabins in Modern 
Norwegian Literature, the cabin as site or place serves as an important space for the 
practice of national identity in Norway. The Tafjord hut can bring both the tra-
dition of the summer farms and the erotic stories of the milk maids to the fore, 
as well as the masculine hunting cabins, and even the whole tradition of cabins 
in Norway. 41 The origin of the hut is as much the space of romantic landscape 
as it is the actual place and everyday life of Tafjord. Its triviality is a result of the 
‘reality effect’ produced by the constant representation of similar buildings as 
rooted in landscape and as spaces where we find our national identity as well as 
our individual selves. 











The paintings and installations of Tiril Schrøder can also be seen as negative 
landscapes. Whereas Heske’s Prosjekt Gjerdeløa makes the hut appear as a removed 
hut, a fragment that needs to be reinserted into the image, Schrøder has replaced 
the summer farm or hut with contemporary architecture or cars in the painting 
series Ferme Ornèe (ill. 5). The detailed fauna is gone from the front space, the 
sky is no longer characterized by dramatically arranged clouds, but appears as an 
abstracted sun or a flat surface. This can be seen both as a simplification of the 
romantic landscape and as an underlying structure that needs to be adapted ac-
cording to the place for which it is supposed to stand in. 
The lost object that Heske places before our eyes can easily be filled with 
imaginary landscapes. In Schrøder’s case this is more difficult. The contempo-
rary house and the car appear deserted. There are no traces of human bodies and 
ill. 8 [ J. C. Dahl, Fra Stalheim [From Stahlheim], n.d. Oil on canvas, 190 x 246 cm. 
Nasjonalmuseet for kunst, arkitektur og design, Oslo, photo: Jaques Lathion.]































moreover no traces of humanity: There are no roads, no paths or fields. The car 
and the house appear to have been there since the beginning of history, much as 
the old huts, cabins, and seters of Dahl. We recognize the juxtaposition of picto-
rial spaces as a romantic element, where the images of popular culture make us 
aware of how visual culture and meaning production are a matter of sampling 
or referencing. We might envision the contemporary cabin as a contemporary 
version of the old poor farmer’s cabin or hut, and see our contemporary walks 
in the mountains (after we have driven there by car) as parallels to the romantic 
roaming, and as rooted in landscape as well as in the Nordic feeling for nature. 
But the uneasiness of Schrøder’s image, what Pharo saw as its surrealism, drives 
a wedge between Dahl and Schrøder, between the romantic ideas of the connec-
tion between body and land on the one hand, and our contemporary practice of 
those on the other. Our walks, or drives, in the mountains do not place us in line 
with the romantic explorer mapping his country. Schrøder presents us with a 
flattened image of the idyllic dream of the cabin in the mountain, but the dream 
appears lost. The car, the cabin, and the spaceships all serve to dis-locate identity 
and make us aware of both the distance and the proximity between our world 
and romanticism.
r e l a t i o n a l  o b j e c t s  a n d  h y b r i d  s p a c e
Nicolas Bourriaud is most famous for his readings of the art practices of the 
1990s by way of the term ‘relational aesthetics’, first coined in 1996. His theories 
were a response to the many art practices of the 1990s that resembled the neo-
avant-garde movements of the 1960s, but apparently lacked the utopian element 
characteristic of that period. According to Bourriaud, relational art is about 
producing spaces of encounter, social environments where people take part in 
shared activities; and it is an art form that takes the whole of human relations 
and their social context as a starting point, rather than an independent and pri-
vate space. The art is about producing relations to the world.42 Prosjekt Gjerdeløa 
as a whole can, according to Bourriaud, be seen as a precursor to this idea of art 
as productive of the social and of relations.43 When returned to Tafjord: 
The cabin had acquired the status of a space of encounter between two distinct popula-
tions: the mountain hikers of Tafjord, and the Parisian museum visitors. Project Gjerde-
loa presents itself as a meeting point, as a relational work before its time. It is not only 
about the transition of an object from one point to another, more importantly it is about 
the confrontation between two human groups.44
Bourriaud’s claim that the hut opens up for the negotiation of the boundaries 
separating self and other is interesting. The problem is that Bourriaud seems to 
claim that the hut and relational art practices create neutral spaces were stable 
and fixed identities meet.45 Bourriaud somehow forgets to take into account the 
possibility that the two distinct identities might be inhabited by one and the 











same person/group; what kind of relational space is created for the viewer who is 
confronted not only with the other, but also with a possible self? In Bourriaud’s 
narrative this poses few problems. The Parisians might have understood that 
the hut was a piece of conceptual art, but judging by Bourriaud’s text, they also 
somehow knew that they received not just a ‘real’ thing, but also the real thing: 
Norwegian landscape. The narratives that render the hut meaningful to visitors 
to the museum and hikers, French and Norwegians alike, are similar. The only 
thing separating them is the emotional attachment to the hut; to Norwegians it 
represented our self, a self that becomes ‘other’ before our very eyes. In the minds 
of most Norwegians, Marianne Heske was not just moving a hut, she was remov-
ing it, leaving an empty spot, or a hole in the imaginary canvas were Norwegian 
landscape is orchestrated.46 The hut did not just cross several borders on its way 
from Tafjord to Paris, it exposed the imaginary boundaries that frame ‘Norwegi-
anness’ and are crucial to our concept of ‘art’ and ‘culture’ in general. 
The process of moving and reinstalling the hut also shows another important 
aspect, namely the difference in meaning and value represented by the places 
Tafjord and Paris. Tafjord as a site or place is outside the art institution, and it is 
only when the hut has passed through the sanctifying spaces of the Centre Pom-
pidou that it can become ‘art’. But this process in my view also problematizes an 
old dichotomy between Paris as a place of culture and art, and Norway as a space 
of nature. Conceptualizing the hut as a meeting place for two distinct groups 
reaffirms cultural essentialism. From an art historical perspective, where nature 
is only interesting once elevated into landscape/art, Bourriaud’s text can also be 
read as reinstating a hierarchy where Norway is placed both at the originating 
and at the receiving end. The hut’s status as art is dependent upon both German 
and Norwegian romantic ideas of nature and landscape, but it is also dependent 
upon the aura of France and of Paris as the capital of art. The trip undertaken 
by the hut can be seen as parallel both to those of artist’s in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries seeking art, but it is also reminiscent of the Parisian world’s 
fairs, Expos where nations would attempt to put their culture on display by 
means of contemporary versions of similar kinds of ‘national’ architecture. Pros-
jekt Gjerdeløa can be read both as actively promoting Norwegian culture and as an 
empty object being baptized as ‘art’ by the French art institution.47
There is a highly complex play on the conceptual differences between place 
and space in Prosjekt Gjerdeløa. In many ways, Heske’s art seems to be orches-
trating romantic landscape, inviting us to fill in the gap between signifier and 
signified, and reinsert the hut in its ‘original’ position. But when trying to do 
so, the question of origin is constantly put to the fore: Is the origin of the hut 
the place of Tafjord or the spaces of romantic landscape? Is it a ‘real’ hut defined 
by its function or is it a symbol? Or is it perhaps defined by its function in a 
structure of meaning? The hut in many ways is a lost object. When the hut under-
took the traditional Grand Tour from Tafjord to Paris and back, it emphasized 
the instability of culture and concepts. Our access to landscape is always already 
mediated. When we enter the spaces of Tafjord, whether real or imagined, paths 































and meanings are always already there to structure and provide meaning to our 
experience. The hut as an everyday object and as a symbol in a larger structure 
is produced by travelling concepts and the merging of cultures that were never 
really separate in the first place. 
In most narratives of Schrøder and Heske’s art, there is a strong tension and 
ambivalence between the romantic and the contemporary. Often the deconstruc-
tive aspects, the visual sampling and presentation of fragments are dismissed as 
ironic or surrealist. But in my view, the huts, cabins, cars, and spaceships should 
not be read as distant comments upon an already established tradition, but as 
active re-workings. Schrøder and Heske interfere in the discourses of ‘Norwegi-
anness’, not from a space outside of discourse, dismissing the whole idea of self 
as nature: They form hybrid spaces of meaning. The art puts itself forward as 
romantic, but does not provide us with the orchestrated space of romantic land-
scapes, where the object is given meaning and placed both as an object to our 
gaze and as a representation of our self. The Tafjord hut should not be seen as 
rooted, but as part of what we with Deleuze might see as a rhizome, where con-
nections between semiotic chains are established and re-established in an ongo-
ing process of becoming that has no distinct origin and no end.48
l o o k i n g  a t  l a n d s c a p e  a n d  t h e  B o d y
The human body is a prerequisite for the genre of landscape. The movements of 
the painter’s body, the position of the eye overlooking the land, the human point 
of identification in the image all speak to and of us as bodies. But for something 
to be recognized as landscape, bodies must play only a supportive role in the 
representation. In romantic landscape painting, the human body is pictured as 
small, or it is interchangeable with trees, huts, or stone. 
An important figure in the art of both Heske and Schrøder is the romantic 
wanderer. In connection with Heske’s work we find him mirrored in the presen-
tation of Heske as an artist. Bourriaud’s article starts with Heske’s return to her 
birth place in Norway in 1980 after having spent ten years in London, Paris, and 
Maastricht. Arriving in Tafjord, she (immediately) found an old log cabin.49 Bour-
riaud’s narrative of the artist who returns to his/her native land and suddenly 
sees, echoes the story of Dahl’s sudden perception. Danbolt underlines the same 
closeness to Tafjord as a place, hence producing it as a meeting in a romantic 
space where Heske can explore her roots.50 And in the catalogue The Mountain in 
Norwegian Art, Ingvild Pharo explicitly see Heske’s travels around in Tafjord as a 
parallel to Dahl and Flintoe’s walks in the Norwegian mountains in 1826. Some-
times the result of Heske’s wandering is understood as ironic, but often she is 
placed firmly within the romantic image: Only ‘the means is different’, as Pharo 
claims.51 In my view the blurring of vision in the images, and the presence of the 
little crystal dolls’ heads that prolong the avalanche into the space of the be-
holder, can be seen as deconstructing the look inscribed in romantic landscape. 
The story of Heske’s walking the mountains of Tafjord resembles a famil-











iar figure from both art history and cultural geography. The geographer Gillian 
Rose has discussed the concept of landscapes within cultural geography building 
on film theory and psychoanalytical theorizations of the masculine gaze. In her 
book Feminism and Geography from 1993, Rose claims that landscape as an object 
of study for geography is established by and for a masculine look. In landscape 
studies, geographers draw on the traditional metaphors feminizing landscape, 
by insisting on the beauty of the land, seeing it as Mother Nature or as a beauti-
ful maiden. According to Rose, the pleasure of the geographer and the look cast 
upon landscape are related to western idea(l)s of masculinity, placing the subject 
of geography somewhere between the sensitive artist and the disembodied and 
objective scientist. The field worker is cast as an ideal and his work takes place in 
the tension between embodiment and disembodiment; you have to have walked 
the land in order to know it, but knowledge in its scientific/artistic sense is a 
matter of distantiation and objectification. The subject of geography, as for west-
ern science and cultural studies in general, is an autonomous, white man of the 
bourgeoisie.52 
This figure is easily found in Norwegian art history and landscape. It was only 
when Dahl in 1826 finally set out on a long walk in the mountains, after being 
educated in Copenhagen and Dresden, that the Norwegian mountains were fi-
nally seen, or discovered.53 The act of seeing, or more precisely, access to this specific 
way of looking, is vital in the establishment of the boundary between ordinary 
land in Norway, and ‘Norwegian landscape’. The body of the painter/scientist 
is set apart from the peasant’s body and experience, and from the female body. 
The distinction between the wilderness and landscape in Danbolt’s narrative is 
sexualized and gendered in traditional ways: The wilderness and the sublime are 
feminized in the term ‘virginal nature’, and the painter is written out as mas-
culine and visionary.54 All it takes for him to transform his feminized material 
into landscape/art, is his mind. So what happens when Heske apparently repeats 
Dahl’s old venture into the (un)known? 
As hinted at above, many of Heske’s installations draw on embodiment, a 
typical feature of installation art. However, Heske and Schrøder’s art works do 
not represent any particular feminine point of view lodged in the body, and nor 
do they expose the experience of being objectified. In both Heske and Schrøder, 
gender, identity, and the body appear unfinished and precarious. Heske and 
Schrøder’s strategies can be understood as partly parallel to the strategies Cath-
erine Nash describes in her article “Reclaiming Vision: Looking at Landscape 
and the Body” from 1995.55 Heske and Schrøder both expose the look that frames 
landscape by removing the human point of identification in the spaces of land-
scape. Heske takes the hut, removes it from its place as an object to a masculine 
bourgeois look. The masculine look has invested it both with erotic desire and 
with sexuality in literature, and with classed embodiment in the ideology of the 
peasant. Schrøder’s house, car, and spaceships appear inhuman, as bodiless ma-
chines, and they can no longer carry the vision of the nation or of the masculine 
hero on a mission to conquer the maiden and map the land as his. 































By exhibiting the hut, the cabins, and the stone, Heske and Schrøder perfo-
rate the imaginary spaces of the national self, and they draw attention to embodi-
ment. Prosjekt Gjerdeløa in many ways greets me as a space of affect, as space where 
my national self is shown as precarious. Not only does the imaginary romantic 
world become ‘real’ before my eyes, Prosjekt Gjerdeløa also makes me aware that 
my self is fragmented, and must constantly be reinstated and reproduced. The 
Tafjord hut will ‘die’ if the French do not water the turf and take care of it, and 
my self is literally in the hands of the other. The art works of Heske and Schrøder 
do not place us in opposition to the seemingly disembodied eye of romantic 
landscapes, but open a hybrid space where the boundaries separating eye and 
body are constantly being contradicted. 
Whilst the travellers in their voyages pittoresques of the nineteenth century 
could confirm their inner self and experience the sublime in front of the moun-
tains, the space of the twentieth-century voyage pittoresque is more likely to be, 
ironically: space. By juxtaposing the romanticist ship wreck situation with the 
spaceships from Star Wars, Schrøder makes us aware of how images and narra-
tives travel, and how the masculine hero of science fiction or computer games in 
many ways harks back to the romanticist hero facing sublime nature or taking 
part in the conquering and mapping of territory. The spaceship from Star Wars 
is part of the same ideology of power, except that in Schrøder’s space there is no 
relief and no obvious pleasure. In Schrøder’s Delusions of Adequacy, masculinity 
is left to itself. We do not know whether the spaceship is about to attack or has 
come to the rescue, and there are no people or traces of people. Princess Leia is 
not there to justify the actions of the hero and to comfort the viewer. The poor 
people in the boats are perhaps already dead. The lonely masculine hero on a 
mission to save his galaxy or to discover the land and the mountains can find no 
relief and is denied the pleasures of having mastered the field: There is no natural 
other to his self. Landscape cannot mirror his autonomous subject, the eye is 
unable to transcend the field and master the sublime. Schrøder makes us aware 
of how technical devices in the shape of cars, spaceships, but also computers and 
cameras give us access to landscape: Landscape is mediated. But by letting the 
technical devises stand in for the human body, as elongations of it, Schrøder also 
exposes the human body and subjectivity as incomplete and fragmented. 
The installations by Schrøder in this article do not deal with or point to-
wards femininity or the female body specifically. Schrøder puts masculinity, and 
thereby gender difference, as structures on display. Heske’s art works to the same 
effect, but in Heske there is a more explicit negotiation of bodily boundaries. As 
mentioned earlier, the doll’s head is important. We find it in N.N. and in Ava-
lanche. In many ways, the head functions as a stand-in for the body; we recognize 
it as a representation of the human. It is a body-fragment, but it does not neces-
sarily present itself as such. The head, after all, represents the whole body and the 
person in portraits, the head holds the brain and perhaps even the human spirit. 
But since Heske has removed the painted eyes, the rosy cheeks, and any features 











that make the head resemble a human head, the doll’s head also hints at the skull 
and at death. 
According to Selene Wendt, the head has become a hollow symbol, and by 
removing the rosy cheeks it also becomes a ‘gender-neutral object’. 56 In my view 
this is only partly the case. Dolls connote femininity. Without their ‘make up’, 
i.e. the painted eyes and rosy cheeks, the faces have lost their feminine character, 
but as objects they still ring of girls. Sending an object associated with femininity 
around the world, sometimes made of stone from the place where it is exhibited, 
opens up for a discussion of the intersection of place and body, landscape as 
space and femininity as a social identity. 
The scientific look preoccupied with mapping the world is questioned in 
the project N.N., where the head is used as an illustration of phrenology. The 
physician Franz Joseph Gall was the main proponent of phrenology, studying 
the shape of human skulls to establish the psyche and personality embedded in 
the brain as the seat of the human soul. Phrenology constitutes a psychological 
equivalent to geographical investigations; the human body, or head, is treated in 
the same way as landscape; it is territory to be mapped, given meaning, and taken 
under control. Phrenology was a theory both of the human psyche in general, 
and of individual identity. Gall listed 27 moral and intellectual faculties and a 
distinct region of the brain for each of them. Individual character could literally 
be mapped by examining the head.57 The wish to form a general scientific theory 
of identity, based on objective vision, links phrenology to the scientific ideal of 
cultural geography, and to art as they are described by Rose. An important aspect 
of Gall’s theory was also a theory of sexuality, and Gall located pleasure and lust 
in the cerebellum.58 One of the arguments put forward to back his theory, was 
the difference in size between the male and female neck: The male neck would 
generally be broader than the female. Masculine sexuality as active is both cause 
and effect in this theory.59 In N.N., Heske portrays the theory. Inscribing it on a 
doll’s head might seem like an ironic comment, it is after all considered to be a 
pseudo-science. But in my view Heske’s N.N. should also be read as intervening in 
the nineteenth-century two-sex model and the idea that one organ (the sex) can 
stand for body and identity as a whole.60 N.N. intervenes at a critical point and 
deconstructs the idea that identity has its origin in one essential part of the body 
or can be found on the surface of the earth/body. 
Viewed together with Heske’s video paintings, where she has filmed avalanch-
es in Tafjord, enlarged them, and printed the coloured pixels on metal plates, we 
see how Heske blurs the boundaries separating body and landscape: The head is 
studied as landscape, and landscape as an immaterial soul. Science and aesthet-
ics seem intertwined, and it becomes impossible to keep up the spatial division 
between natural science and the mysticism of the concept of Mother Nature and 
our privileged place within the space of romantic landscape. The orchestration in 
Dahl’s paintings, where we can oscillate between identifying with the bourgeois 
white man’s neutral and free-floating eye and the peasant body/hut/stone inside 
the painting, is deconstructed. The erotic idea of landscape as an innocent virgin 































who willingly accepts our wish to experience the sublime, falls to the ground. 
Both the pleasure of control and the erotic pleasure of objectification are lost, 
and we are unable to transcend and control the sublime. 
c o n c l u s i o n
I began this article by directing attention to the mountain, and the idea that 
the mountain is at the core of Norwegian identity. In the course of the analysis, 
I hope to have clarified some of the problems related to such an idea. If Norwe-
gians have lived their lives with and by the mountain for centuries, why is it that 
the mountain is suddenly discovered only at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century? Why is it so obvious that what J.C. Dahl saw, when he looked at his land 
and the mountains, was landscapes, and not just huts, cabins, stone, trees or 
fields? And why do we insist that when Marianne Heske sends an old hut built in 
the seventeenth century from Tafjord to Paris she is actually remediating Norwe-
gian landscape? Are Dahl and Heske part of the same project?
Most readings of Heske and Schrøder place them firmly in a contemporary 
context, where references to art history and other visual traditions are common. 
Postmodern art is an art of quotations and of play with origins. By exploring the 
reference often made between the two artists and the concept of ‘landscape’ in 
art history, I hope to have shown how many readings that emphasize the decon-
structive aspects of Heske and Schrøder’s art, often place their art firmly into a 
traditional narrative, where landscape figures as a genre. The many references 
to Heske’s walks in the mountains of Tafjord and her sudden discovery of the 
Tafjord hut have elements of an old story of the visionary romantic artist, and 
treat landscape as an object to gaze at and not as a space of contested meaning. 
Heske’s art is inscribed into a narrative of Norwegian landscape, and the play 
on the boundaries between place, as the specific parameters of a site, and space, 
the experience, meaning, and value invested in the practice of places. Moving the 
Tafjord hut from Tafjord to Paris and back deconstructs the whole idea of place 
as the origin of space: Prosjekt Gjerdeløa originates both in Tafjord as a place, and 
in national romantic landscape painting and visions of nature as spaces. But as 
conceptual art it also originated in the Centre Pompidou, a concrete site, where 
the art institution as space can play its part, and a site that is also connected to 
Paris as the capital of culture. 
The question of a national landscape is contested in Prosjekt Gjerdeløa, and in 
the second part of the article I shed light on the gendered aspects of the national 
story of landscape. Heske and Schrøder’s art works can be seen as interventions 
in the spaces of the masculine hero of art history and cultural geography. As I 
stated in the introduction, Schrøder and Heske are not feminist on account of 
their female bodies or because they express any kind of inherent identity. The 
feminist effect of the artistic practices of Schrøder and Heske can rather be found 
precisely in their contestation of gender and the body as fixed spaces of meaning. 
It is because they create images that appear to be parallel to romantic landscapes, 











and then contest them by exposing the framing of romantic landscape in stories 
of the masculine hero, of identity as body, and of culture as a matter of the actual 
Norwegian mountainside, that they can be claimed for feminism. They do not 
interfere in the space of romantic landscape from a position outside of discourse, 
but by giving meaning and value to hybrid space they represent what Teresa de 
Lauretis calls a ‘view form elsewhere’, defining this as ‘the elsewhere of discourse 
here and now, the blind spots, or the space-offs, of its representations’.61 In this 
way their art opens for new conceptualizations of the body and of identity. 
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